Carbon Literacy Pricing Matrix (£)
Criteria Checker and Certification
Full details of the Carbon Literacy certification process and benefits can be found in the Carbon Literacy
Standard, available to download at www.carbonliteracy.com and from info@carbonliteracy.com.
Criteria Checking
Workplace
Organisational Turnover

Education
Organisation
Type

(Public Sector pricing capped at £5M-£100M tier)

£100M+

Scheme Approval:
“Criteria Checking”
Includes initial conversation,
criteria checking and review
process, and follow up, visit
and observation costs, and
record-keeping.

£5M £100M

£250k £5M

<£250k

Univ,
CoFE,
Tertiary

High,
Primary
School

Community
Initiative funding

£1M+

£100k£1M

<£100k

No
Funding

£500

£300

£200

Free

Criteria Checking of first training initiative within an organisation:
£1500

£750

£500

£300

£600

£300

Criteria Checking of subsequent training initiatives within the same organisation (subject to price changes):
£750

£375

£300

£200

Free

Individual Certification
Covers cost of application and evidence checking, certification production and supply and record keeping.

Base Price*

Optional
Enhanced Price

£5M+ Price

Price Per Application, Per Head:

£10

£20

£20

PDF Certificate with electronic delivery

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

*Base Price applies to all public sector,
education and community organisations.

£10 Assigned to Community Orgs. / Schools
Specified organisation / pot from which we subsidise certificate costs

The prices shown here reflect our actual overheads in delivering certification. Wherever possible the
Project wants to support small and “low or no-funded” community-lead initiatives and the pricing of
certification has been arranged to assist with this. We would expect organisations in the education and
community sectors to seek external and charitable funding to support their projects and the costs of certifying
their participants in particular, and we will be happy to assist with guidance and support in this.


Each certificate is uniquely numbered and participant details securely stored to allow certificates to be
reissued (if necessary) in the future, and to allow employers to verify the certification of their own and future
employees.


A number of organisations Criteria Check multiple training initiatives for different audiences within their
organisation. Once an organisation has the experience of criteria checking a course, their subsequent
training courses are more straightforward and require less work, so we reflect this with a reduced cost for
subsequent initiatives.


The Optional Enhanced and £5M+ Prices for certification provides £10 per application which is ring-fenced
for subsidised certification costs for schools and community groups. You may specify an organisation of your
choice for the donation to be applied to, or the donation can be added to a central pot from which we can
issue the subsidies on a case-by-case basis.
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Carbon Literate Organisation Accreditation
Full details of the Carbon Literate Organisation (CLO) accreditation costs, process and benefits are contained
in the CLO Standard, available to download at www.carbonliteracy.com and from info@carbonliteracy.com.
Organisational
Turnover £/Year
Bronze

Silver

Gold

£100M +

£5M - £100M

£250k - £5M

£50k - £250k

<£50k

£1250

£750

£500

£400

£300

£2000

£1250

£1000

£600

£400

£3500

£2000

£1500

£750

£500

£6000

£3500

£2000

£1000

£600

Platinum
Renewal at Bronze pricing
after 3 year period



The prices shown here reflect the Project's overheads in delivering the project and this accreditation.
Pricing has been deliberately arranged to support SME’s and low or no-funded initiatives and organisations,
and ask for a higher level of commitment from larger and better funded organisations.



Each organisational certificate is uniquely numbered, is valid for at least three years from date of issue, and
organisational details are securely stored to allow current certificates to be validated and reissued if
necessary. Certificates will be individually dated and coded to reflect the version of the CLO Standard that
the organisation has been accredited against. It is likely that over time the requirements for CLO
accreditation and reaccreditation will increase to reflect the increasing levels of achievement by Carbon
Literate organisations.



CLO Trophies with plaques for each CLO category (Bronze, Silver etc.) are personalised for the
organisation accredited and for the category reached. The CLO trophy is made from recycled postmanufacture waste wood, with a plaque attached showing your organisational name and the level of
accreditation reached.



Prices are shown at the cost if you were to enter at a level. At the point which your organisation upgrades
from one award to the next, deduct the cumulative cost paid for the previous award(s) from the amount
shown for the award and level of organisation being applied for (difference between level paid and next
level), to arrive at an ‘upgrade’ price.



Renewal of CLO accreditation after a three-year period: If upgrading within the three-year period, usual
upgrade costs apply. Platinum renewal costs always charged at Bronze pricing. If allow three-year period to
lapse, full list-price of level applies for reaccreditation / renewal at current level. Over time the requirements
for the CLO certification are likely to increase in order to ensure that CLO certification remains with the
most committed Carbon Literate Organisations.
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Carbon Literacy Trainer Certification
Although very competitively priced within the sector, there is obviously a financial investment involved in being
certified as a Carbon Literacy Facilitator, Trainer or Consultant.
This is because: (i) The CLP is a registered charity and has to be financially self-sufficient, (ii) the process of
trainer certification involves a very welcome but significant investment of time from the Project, and (iii) because
the certification process is designed to maintain the number of certified Trainers and Consultants as a small
subset of the total pool of trainers. However, we are confident the direct benefits of certification to the recipient
will far outweigh the financial and resource investment.

CLF:

Total cost of Certification: £75

CLT:

Total cost of Certification: £150

CLC:

Cost of Certification:

£600

(Plus travel if observation exercise away from Carbon Literacy Project organised course / CLTO).
Includes half a day Trainer observation exercise and coaching.
Referral pathway, for repeat of observation exercise (only if required): £200 (plus travel as above).

Renewal of CLC:
After a three-year period: £200. Includes the costs of a further Trainer Observation exercise.
Over time the experience requirement for the CLC qualification is likely to increase in order to ensure that the
CLC qualification remains with only the most experienced CL Consultants.

Please Note:


Each Trainer certificate (CLF, CLT, CLC) is uniquely numbered, is valid for at least three years from
date of issue, and trainer details are securely stored to allow current certificates to be validated and
reissued if necessary.



Certificates are individually dated and coded to reflect the current version of the CLT Standard.

If you have any further questions about any aspect of CLT certification suite, please contact the Project at
info@carbonliteracy.com.
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Carbon Literacy Training Organisation Certification
The Carbon Literacy Training Organisation accreditation is somewhat different to other Carbon Literacy
accreditations in that applications can only be made in response to an invitation from The Project.
Invitations are issued to organisations that have a breadth and depth of Carbon Literacy training expertise and
experience, have designed and delivered multiple courses to many learners, act as advocates for Carbon
Literacy either in a sector or more widely, and are entrepreneurial, collaborative and ambassadorial in their
approach to sustainability learning, and Carbon Literacy in particular.
Details of the portfolio of evidence required, costs, process and benefits are contained in the CLTO Standard,
which is issued directly by the Project to invitees.
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